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ABSTRACT

In this study, the effects of various cloud microphysics processes on the hurricane intensity, precipitation,
and inner-core structures are examined with a series of 5-day explicit simulations of Hurricane Bonnie
(1998), using the results presented in Part I as a control run. It is found that varying cloud microphysics
processes produces little sensitivity in hurricane track, except for very weak and shallow storms, but it
produces pronounced departures in hurricane intensity and inner-core structures.

Specifically, removing ice microphysics produces the weakest (15-hPa underdeepening) and shallowest
storm with widespread cloud water but little rainwater in the upper troposphere. Removing graupel from
the control run generates a weaker hurricane with a wider area of precipitation and more cloud coverage
in the eyewall due to the enhanced horizontal advection of hydrometeors relative to the vertical fallouts (or
increased water loading). Turning off the evaporation of cloud water and rainwater leads to the most rapid
deepening storm (i.e., 90 hPa in 48 h) with the smallest radius but a wider eyewall and the strongest eyewall
updrafts. The second strongest storm, but with the most amount of rainfall, is obtained when the melting
effect is ignored. It is found that the cooling due to melting is more pronounced in the eyewall where more
frozen hydrometeors, especially graupel, are available, whereas the evaporative cooling occurs more mark-
edly when the storm environment is more unsaturated.

It is shown that stronger storms tend to show more compact eyewalls with heavier precipitation and more
symmetric structures in the warm-cored eye and in the eyewall. It is also shown that although the eyewall
replacement scenarios occur as the simulated storms move into weak-sheared environments, the associated
inner-core structural changes, timing, and location differ markedly, depending on the hurricane intensity.
That is, the eyewall convection in weak storms tends to diminish shortly after being encircled by an outer
rainband, whereas both the cloud band and the inner eyewall in strong storms tend to merge to form a new
eyewall with a larger radius. The results indicate the importance of the Bergeron processes, including the
growth and rapid fallout of graupel in the eyewall, and the latent heat of fusion in determining the intensity
and inner-core structures of hurricanes, and the vulnerability of weak storms to the influence of large-scale
sheared flows in terms of track, inner-core structures, and intensity changes.

1. Introduction

It has long been recognized that cloud microphysical
processes play an important role in the triggering, or-
ganization, and development of mesoscale convective
systems (MCSs). Fujita (1959) speculated that the melt-
ing and evaporative cooling could be responsible for

the production of mesoscale high pressure perturba-
tions characterized by divergent flows near the surface.
Riehl (1969) and Zipser (1969) hypothesized that
evaporative cooling could initiate and maintain meso-
scale downdrafts underneath precipitating stratiform
clouds. Leary and Houze (1979) indicated the effects of
melting on the generation of mesoscale downdrafts in
MCSs. Simpson et al. (1965) suggested that cloud seed-
ing in updraft regions increases buoyancy through ad-
ditional latent heat release of fusion and sublimation.

Mesoscale and cloud-resolving numerical models
have also shown the importance of various microphysi-
cal processes in simulating the intensity and structures
of MCSs. Using a two-dimensional (2D) model, Brown
(1979) demonstrated that cloud evaporative cooling
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could induce mesoscale downdrafts beneath the anvil
clouds. With a mesoscale hydrostatic model, Zhang
(1989) studied the sensitivity of the simulated MCSs
associated with the July 1977 Johnstown flood to a two-
class (cloud ice and snow) ice microphysics scheme. He
found that freezing and depositional growth assist the
development of a midlevel warm-core vortex, while the
subcloud-layer melting weakens the concentration of
cyclonic vorticity and its associated low pressure system
in the lower troposphere. Meanwhile, the resolvable-
scale precipitation begins to develop nearly 1 h earlier
and undergoes a more rapid acceleration when the ice
microphysics is incorporated. In a numerical sensitivity
study of an intense squall line, Zhang and Gao (1989)
found that numerical simulations without ice micro-
physics produce considerably weak descending rear in-
flow and surface pressure perturbations but too-strong
upward motion in the squall system. McCumber et al.
(1991) compared cloud-resolving simulations of ideal-
ized tropical convection with three different ice physics
options: no ice, a two-class, and a three-class (i.e., ice,
snow, and graupel) ice scheme. They found that the
three-class ice scheme produces more realistic results
than those with the other two schemes. Zhang and
Fritsch (1988) and Zhang et al. (1994) showed that in-
corporation of parameterized moist downdrafts and re-
solvable-scale cooling processes could help alleviate the
development of spurious and intense grid-scale meso-
cyclones, and reproduce more realistically many inner-
core structures and evolution of MCSs.

Although numerical studies of tropical cyclones orig-
inated in early 1960s, more realistic simulations of the
inner-core structures of hurricanes, using more sophis-
ticated cloud microphysics models, only began in the
past few years (see the related review by Liu et al.
1997). Earlier explicit simulations of tropical cyclones
used axisymmetric warm-rain cloud models (Yamasaki
1977; Rosenthal 1978). Explicit hurricane simulations
have now been performed using three-class ice micro-
physics schemes with the grid sizes of 1.5–6 km (e.g.,
Liu et al. 1997; Braun and Tao 2000; Wang 2001; Yau et
al. 2004).

Unlike the many observational and modeling studies
of midlatitude MCSs, few studies have been conducted
to investigate the effects of different cloud microphysi-
cal processes on the simulation of hurricane intensity
and inner-core structures. Most of the currently used
cloud microphysics schemes were developed in 1970s
based on observations and theories for midlatitude
MCSs. There still appear to be many uncertainties in
cloud microphysics parameterizations used for hurri-
cane models. Using an axisymmetric nonhydrostatic
hurricane model, Lord et al. (1984) found that the use

of a three-class ice scheme produces more realistic
structures and evolution of an idealized tropical cy-
clone, as compared to a no-ice simulation. Although the
simulated storm with an ice phase scheme develops
slowly during the first two days, its minimum sea level
pressure is about 40% deeper than that with a warm-
rain scheme after 100 h. They confirmed that cooling
due to the melting of ice particles can initiate and main-
tain downdrafts on a scale of few tens of kilometers,
and hypothesized that the downdrafts contribute to the
formation of multiple convective rings. Recently, Wang
(2002) conducted a series of sensitivity simulations with
idealized initial conditions to study the effects of vary-
ing cloud microphysics processes on tropical cyclones.
He showed that hurricane intensity and inner-core
structures change markedly when different cloud phys-
ics processes are included. Of interest is that the warm-
rain microphysics scheme tends to generate a fast in-
tensifying storm with a stronger final intensity than that
with the mixed-phase cloud scheme. This result appears
to contradict the finding of Lord et al. (1984). Wang
attributed this rapid intensifier to the development of
weak moist downdrafts in the absence of ice physics
processes. Because of the use of idealized initial condi-
tions with little vertical shear and because of the use of
the two different hurricane models in the above-
mentioned studies, it is uncertain which of the above
findings is valid and applicable to tropical cyclones in
nature.

Thus, the purposes of this study are to (a) examine
the effects of various cloud microphysics processes on
the intensity change, precipitation, and inner-core
structures of Hurricane Bonnie (1998), and (b) gain
insight into the inner-core structural changes of hurri-
canes with different intensities as they interact with the
same larger-scale sheared environment. This will be
done through a series of high resolution (�x � 4 km)
sensitivity simulations using a two-way interactive, tri-
ply nested (36/12/4 km), movable-grid version of the
nonhydrostatic, cloud-resolving fifth-generation Penn-
sylvania State University–National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research (PSU–NCAR) Mesoscale Model
(MM5; Dudhia 1993; Grell et al. 1995).

The next section summarizes briefly the control
simulation and describes the model design of the sen-
sitivity simulations. Section 3 presents the sensitivity of
the model-simulated storms to various cloud micro-
physics processes in terms of track, intensity, and pre-
cipitation. Section 4 shows their impact on the simu-
lated inner-core structures, particularly the wavenum-
ber-1 asymmetries and eyewall replacement scenarios.
A summary and concluding remarks are given in the
final section.
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2. Experimental design

In Part I of this series of papers, Zhu et al. (2004)
showed a 5-day control simulation (CTL) of Hurricane
Bonnie (1998) with the MM5 that covers the initial
rapid deepening, steady variation and landfalling stages
of the storm. As described in Zhu et al. (2002), the
initial hurricane vortex is retrieved mostly from the Ad-
vanced Microwave Sensing Unit-A (AMSU-A) data,
with some surface parameters specified from the Third
Convection and Moisture Experiment (CAMEX-3) ob-
servations. The model initial conditions and lateral
boundary conditions are obtained from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 2.5° �
2.5° global analysis. The sea surface temperature (SST)
is updated daily using the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI) Level 1
(IB11) standard product (Chelton et al. 2000). The
model physics used in the finest 4-km resolution do-
main include the Tao–Simpson (1993) three-class ice
[i.e., cloud ice (qi), snow (qs), and graupel (qg)] and
cloud [i.e., cloud water (qc) and rainwater (qr)] micro-
physics scheme, the Blackadar planetary boundary
layer (PBL) scheme (Zhang and Anthes 1982), and a
radiation scheme. The Tao–Simpson scheme contains
prognostic equations for cloud water and ice, rainwater,
snow, and graupel, and it allows for the generation of
supercooled water.

It was shown that the 5-day control simulation repro-
duces reasonably well the track, intensity change and
asymmetric inner-core structures of the storm, includ-
ing a partial eyewall and an eyewall replacement cycle
(Zhu et al. 2004). In this study, five sensitivity experi-
ments (see Table 1) are designed to examine the effects
of cloud microphysics parameterizations on the hurri-
cane intensity and intensity changes, and the develop-
ment of cloud and rainfall asymmetries as well as the
eyewall replacement scenarios, by modifying different
routines of the Tao–Simpson (1993) cloud microphysics
scheme. In the first experiment, the prognostic equa-
tions of cloud ice, snow, and graupel are excluded from
the control simulation (NICE), namely, only the warm-

rain physics is allowed. To minimize the initial differ-
ences in phase-change rates, the initial 3D relative hu-
midity field, calculated with ice saturation for the water
vapor above the 0°C layer, is kept identical between the
CTL and NICE experiments. This simulation is similar
to the warm-rain scheme used by Willoughby et al.
(1984), Lord et al. (1984), and Wang (2002). In the
second experiment, the prognostic equation for graupel
is removed from the control run (NGP). In addition, we
have removed the wet and dry growth of graupel form
cloud water, rainwater, cloud ice, and snow, as well as
the autoconversion (aggregation) of snow to graupel
and the freezing of rainwater into graupel. Because of
no graupel production, its associated melting and sub-
limation will not be seen. These two sensitivity simula-
tions are designed to examine to what extent the simu-
lated hurricane intensity and structures are directly af-
fected by the incorporation of ice microphysics.
Exclusion of the ice microphysics implies the neglect of
three phase interchanges, latent heat of fusion, and fall-
out, thus modifying the vertical profiles of latent heat-
ing and water loading in the eyewall updrafts.

In the third experiment, the melting of ice, snow, and
graupel to form rainwater as falling through the 0°C
isothermal layer is neglected, so the associated cooling
and phase change effects are absent (NMLT). In the
fourth experiment, evaporation of cloud water and
rainwater in subsaturated regions are turned off from
the control simulation (NEVP). These two experiments
are designed to investigate the roles of melting and
evaporative cooling in determining the intensity of
tropical cyclones, and they are also closely related to ice
microphysical processes.

3. Impact on hurricane intensity

Since hurricane intensity depends highly on the mag-
nitude and distribution of latent heat release, it is de-
sirable to examine first the different vertical structures
of cloud hydrometeors as various ice microphysics pro-
cesses are downgraded from the control simulation.
The vertical hydrometeor structures may provide in-

TABLE 1. Summary of the experimental design.

Experiment Description

CTL Control simulation with the Tao–Simpson three-ice microphysics scheme
NEVP As in CTL but without the evaporation of rain and cloud water
NMLT As in CTL but without the melting of ice, snow, and graupel
NGP As in CTL but without the graupel phase
NICE As in CTL but without ice microphysics variables
NICE2 As in NICE but with the addition of latent heat of fusion for phase changes occurring below the temperature of 0°C

(i.e., above the melting level)
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sight into the mechanisms by which precipitation and
certain inner-core flows are generated.

a. Vertical structures of hydrometeors

Figure 1 shows the west–east vertical cross sections of
the mixing ratios of hydrometeors through the hurri-
cane center at 90 h into the control simulation, when
the storm enters an azimuthally near-symmetric stage.
Cloud water is based as low as 100 m and it extends up
to 10 km in the form of supercooled water. Cloud ice
and snow are concentrated in the upper outflow strati-
form regions with the maximum near z � 10 km. They

grow by freezing of supercooled water, deposition of
water vapor, and in response to the latent heat release
in updrafts

Unlike the cloud ice and snow, graupel is concen-
trated primarily in strong updrafts (i.e., �1 m s�1) in
the eyewall, and it melts into rainwater as falling
through the 0°C layer. Because of the efficient accre-
tion process, less snow appears in the 2–3-km layer
above the melting level where graupel (and updrafts) is
peaked (cf. Figs. 1b and 1c). The magnitude and distri-
bution of all the hydrometeors are similar to those
found in other model simulations (Lord et al. 1984; Liu

FIG. 1. East–west vertical cross sections, through the hurricane center, of the mixing ratios
at intervals of 10�4 kg kg�1 of (a) cloud water (solid) and cloud ice (dashed), (b) rainwater
(solid) and snow (dashed), and (c) graupel which are taken from the 90-h CTL simulation. The
in-plane storm-relative flow vectors are superimposed. The heavy and light solid lines denote
the distribution of the 0°C isotherm and the RMW, respectively.
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et al. 1997; Wang 2002). The area-averaged vertical
profile of the total cloud hydrometeors (or water load-
ing) displays an increase with the updraft intensity in
the lowest 1-km layer, and a general decrease with
height above as more fallout occurs (Fig. 2). As shown
in Zhu et al. (2002, 2004), the distribution and magni-
tude of the simulated radar reflectivity, which is an in-
tegrated variable of all cloud hydrometeors, compare
favorably to those observed during CAMEX-3.

Without the evaporation of cloud water and rainwa-
ter (NEVP), the radius of maximum wind (RMW)
shrinks, with stronger and more slantwise updrafts in
the eyewall (cf. Figs. 1b and 3a). Of relevance is the
increased (eyewall) width of rainwater and its upright
distribution outside the RMW that result clearly from
no evaporation of falling rainwater in the subcloud un-
saturated layers. Moreover, because of the more rapid
fallout after the phase change from ice to liquid, the
total cloud hydrometeors content decreases in the melt-
ing layer (i.e., below z � 4 km) in both NEVP and CTL
(Fig. 2).

Similarly, graupel in NMLT could fall to the surface
because of the neglect of melting, leading to the gen-
eration of wider and more upright precipitation regions
in the eyewall (cf. Figs. 1c and 4). Updrafts are also

much stronger than those in CTL, and become more
favorable for the production of graupel in the eyewall.
The enhanced updrafts in NEVP and NMLT appear to
result from a positive feedback between the low-level
convergence of relatively warmer and more moist air,
the latent heat release in the eyewall, and surface pres-
sure falls. Note the more pronounced water loading
below z � 4 km in NMLT (Fig. 2) that appears to result
from more rapid depositional growth and accretion of
snow and graupel in the moisture-rich submelting layer.

In the absence of graupel (NGP), a wider lateral
cloud band of the eyewall is generated as snow is more
radially advected than vertically relative to graupel (cf.
Figs. 3b and 1b). Because of its smaller terminal veloc-
ity and no conversion to graupel, an unusual amount of
snow mixing ratio is distributed above the melting layer
(see Figs. 2 and 3b), and peaked near the core of up-
drafts supporting its growth. It is likely that because of
the increased water loading, the eyewall updrafts are
not as strong as those in CTL, particularly near the
peak hydrometeors level where convective updrafts are
often maximized. This result indicates the importance
of incorporating graupel in reducing the water loading
in the eyewall updrafts and in obtaining a more realistic
vertical profile of cloud hydrometeors.

Without allowing the presence of ice particles
(NICE), cloud water is widespread in the upper tropo-
sphere, floating with the mean flow (cf. Figs. 5 and 1a).
But little rainwater could be generated above the 0°C
isothermal level, because the mixing ratio of cloud wa-
ter is too small to reach the threshold value (i.e., 0.5 g
kg�1) for being converted to rainwater (cf. Figs. 3c and
1b). Clearly, the absence of the latent heat release of
fusion and the initiation of cloud ice from water vapor
for T � 0°C would retard the production of cloud wa-
ter, as will be seen in terms of intensity in the next
subsection, and its subsequent autoconversion and ac-
cretion processes would be much slower than those as-
sociated with snow and graupel as well as their depo-
sitional growth process in ice microphysics. Thus, the
model produces the weakest and shallowest hurricane
vortex with the largest RMW among all the simulations
conducted (cf. Figs. 1 and 3–5). Comparing the results
among CTL, NGP, and NICE, we may state that the
presence of graupel helps narrow the lateral eyewall
dimension due to its rapid fallout, while the latent heat
of fusion plays a primary role in intensifying the eyewall
updrafts in the CTL storm. In nature, graupel could
only develop in strong updraft regions because of a long
time required for the growth of an ice particle to a
diameter of 5 mm and larger. As will be seen in the next
few subsections, the above results have different impli-
cations with respect to the intensity and intensity

FIG. 2. Vertical profiles of the water loading [g (qi � qs � qg �
qc � qr)] that are averaged over an area of 250 km � 250 km
centered at the hurricane’s surface minimum pressure from the
five 90-h sensitivity simulations.
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change as well as the inner-core structures of the simu-
lated hurricanes.

b. Hurricane tracks and intensity

Figure 6 shows that all the sensitivity-simulated
tracks resemble the control-simulated and the ob-
served, except for the NICE storm that does not make
landfall. The NICE track is similar to most of the then
operational forecasts initialized on 22 and 23 August
1998, showing that Bonnie was going to remain out to
sea (see Avila 1998). Because the hurricane movement
is mainly determined by a deep-layer-averaged envi-
ronmental flow, the north-to-northeastward shift of the
NICE track after 60 h into the integration indicates
more influences of the midlatitude westerly flow on the
steering of the storm. Since the NICE storm is the

weakest and shallowest one among the simulated (see
Figs. 1, 3, and 7), this result appears to suggest that
weaker (and shallower) hurricanes tend to be more vul-
nerable to the influence of large-scale flows. This is
clearly evidenced by the presence of (system relative)
westerly (sheared) flows in the upper troposphere (i.e.,
above z � 9 km) of the NICE storm (see Fig. 3c).

Figure 7 compares the time series of the simulated
minimum central pressure (Pmin) and maximum surface
wind (Vmax) from the sensitivity experiments to the
control simulated. Pronounced differences (or sensitiv-
ity) in hurricane intensity from the control simulation
are evident between 24 and 102 h into the integration,
with the extreme amplitudes ranging from 50 hPa (or 20
m s�1) overdeepening to 10 hPa (or 12 m s�1) under-
deepening in Pmin (Vmax). Note that all the storms

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1b but from (a) NEVP, (b) NGP, and (c) NICE.
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deepen in coincidence with the rapid increase in verti-
cal wind shear as they move toward a midlatitude up-
per-level disturbance (see Zhu et al. 2004). Despite the
large differences in intensity, nearly all the storms begin
to weaken after 3 days as they move over a colder water
surface and approach the east coast. Subsequently, they
gradually converge to the control simulated, and all are
eventually absorbed by the large-scale mean flows.

It is apparent from Fig. 7a that the NICE storm ex-
periences the weakest development with the minimum
central pressure of 963 hPa at 69 h, as compared to the
CTL-simulated 954 hPa. This result is similar to that
obtained by Willoughby et al. (1984) and Lord et al.
(1984) using an axisymmetric cloud model, but it differs
from the idealized simulations of tropical cyclones by
Wang (2002) in which the warm-rain scheme produces
a stronger storm than that when the three-ice scheme is
used, as mentioned before. His results also show little
sensitivity between the simulations with and without ice
microphysics, and between the simulations using differ-
ent fall velocities of graupel; all of these are in signifi-
cant contrast with the results presented herein (cf. Fig.
7 herein and Fig. 2 in Wang 2002). These differences
may be attributed to the different physical processes

incorporated in these two different models, if not to the
different (sheared) environments in which the storms
are embedded. Clearly, a model intercomparison study
is warranted in order to understand how these differ-
ences arise.

In the present case, more significant departures be-
tween the CTL and NICE storms begin after 36 h, as
the CTL storm spins up with more latent heat release of
fusion and generation of more graupel in the eyewall
updrafts. To examine the effects of including the latent
heat of fusion on the cyclogenesis, another experiment
is conducted, in which additional heating of fusion (i.e.,
Lf � 3.336 � 105 J kg�1) is incorporated into NICE for
the phase changes taking place in the layers above the
melting level (NICE2). This modification increases the
magnitude of latent heating (cooling), with respect to
NICE, wherever condensation (evaporation) occurs
above the 0°C isothermal level. As a result, the simu-
lated storm is about 18-hPa deeper than the NICE-
simulated one, and even 8 hPa deeper than the CTL
storm. The latter is most likely because of the neglect of
melting, as can be seen by comparing CTL and NMLT,
which will be described later.

Adding the ice microphysics scheme into NICE but

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 1a but from the NICE simulation.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 1c but from NMLT.
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without graupel (NGP) improves the intensity simula-
tion, more significantly after 72 h (Fig. 7a). This results
mostly from the added heating associated with freezing
and depositional growth, as partially shown in NICE2.
The negative impact of melting on the intensity appears
to be secondary partly because of its occurrence more
inside the RMW (Fig. 3b) where less mass is entrained
into the eyewall updrafts. Adding graupel to NGP gives
the more realistic simulation of the CTL storm. The
asymptotic improvement from NICE to NGP and CTL
is consistent with that obtained during the initial ex-
perimental simulations of Hurricane Andrew (1992),
[see, e.g., Fig. 7 in Zhang (1998)]. Since the introduction
of graupel into CTL is to increase the fallout of hy-
drometeors with respect to snow, the inclusion of grau-
pel tends to reduce the water loading effects on the
eyewall updrafts (Fig. 2), leading to the intensification
of the vortex rotation. The water loading effects appear
to be more pronounced after the 42-h integration when
more graupel is generated, as indicated by the increas-
ing departures in Pmin between CTL and NGP (Fig. 7a).
The inclusion of graupel helps reproduce more realis-
tically the intensity change near the end of Bonnie’s
rapid deepening stage (i.e., near t � 48 h; see Zhu et al.
2004).

In the absence of both the cloud water and rainwater
evaporation (NEVP) or the melting of cloud ice par-
ticles (NMLT), the storm undergoes extremely rapid
intensification in the first 2–3 days, as compared to the
control simulation. The NEVP storm deepens more
than 85 hPa in 2 days, at a rate of about 1.8 hPa h�1,
which has rarely been reported in the literature. The

NMLT storm has a time series of Pmin that is similar to
the NEVP storm except for the 36–60-h period. Similar
scenarios occur in the idealized simulations of Wang
(2002), despite that some different processes are ex-
cluded in his NMLT and NEVP runs. For example,
because the evaporative cooling is also removed in his
NMLT run, the resulting cyclone is systematically much
stronger than that in NEVP. In the present case, the
comparable intensities of the NMLT and NEVP storms
suggest that the cooling effects of melting ice particles
are similar to those of evaporating cloud and rainwater
on “braking” the development of a hurricane. This
could be explained by the fact that little evaporative
cooling could occur in a near-saturated environment,
particularly in the core of the eyewall, whereas the
strong melting cooling often occurs in a close proximity
vertically within the regions of intense latent heat re-
lease (in the core of the eyewall).

In general, the time series of Vmax and its rates of

FIG. 6. Six-hourly tracks of Hurricane Bonnie from the best
analyses (thick solid) and the model simulations.

FIG. 7. Three-hourly time series of (a) the minimum central
pressure (Pmin, hPa) and (b) the maximum surface wind (Vmax,
m s�1) for all the model simulations.
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changes coincide well with those of Pmin, but showing
more pronounced fluctuations (cf. Figs. 7a and 7b).
These fluctuations appear to be caused partly by the
structural changes in inner-core mean flows and partly
by some propagating waves, such as vortex–Rossby
waves (Montgomery and Kallenbach 1997) and/or grav-
ity-inertial waves (Willoughby 1978; Liu et al. 1999).
Note that the magnitude of Vmax does not always cor-
respond to that of Pmin when comparing different simu-
lations, for example, between CTL and NGP during the
81–99-h simulations, and between NEVP and NMLT
during the 24–36- and 54–84-h simulations. Similar sce-
narios occur in the simulations of Willoughby et al.
(1984) and Lord et al. (1984), in which the same maxi-
mum wind of about 45 m s�1 is reached but with a final
18-hPa difference in Pmin, when two different micro-
physics schemes are used. This is because the simulated
Vmax, unlike that in the best analysis, is a point value
that could be locally determined by deep convection,
whereas Pmin may be roughly considered as a system-
integrated quantity.

c. Vertical heating profiles

To help gain insight into the sensitivity of the simu-
lated storm intensities to various cloud microphysi-
cal processes shown in the preceding subsection, we
examine their associated vertical heating profiles that
play an important role in determining the rates of cy-
clogenesis. With the hourly model output of potential
temperature (�), the diabatic heating rates (d�/dt) can
be estimated by

d�

dt
�

��

�t
� u

��

�x
� �

��

�y
� w

��

�z
, 	1


in which the advective effects associated with the storm
translation are retained but the local tendencies in the
storm-relative coordinates are neglected, based on the
budget study of Zhang et al. (2002). The latter should
be extremely small near the 90-h integration when all
the storms enter a mature and near-axisymmetric stage.

Figure 8 shows various (storm-scale averaged) verti-
cal heating profiles from the 90-h sensitivity simulations
to the control simulated. All the heating profiles show
an increase in the heating rates in the PBL and a deep
layer of constant heating in the layer of z � 1–5 km,
except for the NMLT profile, with bifurcating profiles
above. A comparison of the NMLT profile to the others
reveals the significance of melting in reducing the heat-
ing rates in the lower troposphere, thereby limiting the
deepening of the storms. Without the melting effect,
the storm-scale heating rates increase from 6°C h�1 at
z � 0.5 km to 12°C h�1 at z � 6 km; the peak rate more

than doubles that in CTL, NGP, and NICE. The rapid
drop in heating rates below z � 6 km appears to be
closely associated with the increased water loading ef-
fect that weakens part of the eyewall updrafts (see the
NMLT profiles in Figs. 2 and 8). Of importance is that
this melting effect is much more significant than the
evaporative cooling, as can be seen by comparing the
NEVP–CTL and NMLT–CTL heating profiles, since
the air in the eyewall, where heavy rainfall occurs, is
nearly saturated. However, the development of the
deepest NEVP storm suggests that evaporation of
cloud hydrometeors play a more important role than
the melting of ice particles in suppressing the cyclogen-
esis in the first two days when the adjacent environment
is more unsaturated and less graupel and precipitating
snow are available for melting. Subsequently, the
evaporative cooling decreases as the environmental
moisture field spins up, and becomes less than the melt-
ing effects as more graupel is generated in more intense
updrafts for melting.

Of interest is the development of an inversion in
heating rates between 4.5 and 6 km in the CTL profile,
which is indicative of the freezing above the melting
below. The melting layer is less pronounced in the NGP
profile, suggesting the significance of melting graupel
and incorporating graupel into the cloud ice microphys-

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 2, but for the diabatic heating rates (d�/dt,
K h�1).
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ics scheme in determining the vertical heating profile.
As shown in Zhu et al. (2004), this melting effect ac-
counts for a temperature inversion in the melting layer
in a sounding taken in the eyewall (see Fig. 5b therein).
As indicated by many previous studies (e.g., Riehl 1969;
Leary and Houze 1979; Brown 1979; Zhang and Gao
1989), the melting (and evaporative) cooling, though
occurring locally in a shallow layer, could initiate pen-
etrative mesoscale downdrafts that transport the
midlevel low-�e air to the PBL, thereby stabilizing the
atmospheric columns or suppressing updrafts in the
eyewall.

Above the melting layer, the heating profiles show
more pronounced sensitivity to different cloud physical
processes (Fig. 8). Without the latent heating of fusion
through freezing and depositional growth, the heating
rates in NICE decrease rapidly above z � 5 km, which
is consistent with the presence of the weakest updrafts
in the upper eyewall (cf. Figs. 5 and 8). Adding a two-
ice (i.e., cloud ice and snow) microphysics scheme into
NICE improves significantly the upper portion of the
vertical heating profiles (i.e., see NIC, NGP, and CTL)
and the eyewall updrafts (cf. Figs. 1b, 3b, and 5) as well
as the intensity simulation (cf. Figs. 7 and 8). Again,
these results differ from those given in Wang (2002), in
which greater heating rates are generated above the
melting level in NICE than those in CTL. In the present
case, incorporating graupel into the model tends to ac-
celerate the latent heat release of fusion aloft because
the depositional growth of graupel is a faster process
than that of snow (i.e., see the NGP and CTL profiles).

While the effects of evaporative cooling are small
below the 0°C isothermal level, removing the evapora-
tive cooling of supercooled water from the CTL run
increases the heating rates aloft and shifts the heating
maximum to a level 2–3 km higher (i.e., see the CTL
and NEVP profiles). Based on the heat budgets of
Zhang et al. (2002), the evaporative cooling tends to
occur in the subcloud layer outside the eyewall and in
the radial inflows in the eyewall that advect the envi-
ronmental dry and colder air inward. Zhang et al.
(2002) also showed that the diabatic heating rates are
nearly balanced by the vertical advective cooling rates,
suggesting the similar sensitivity of the simulated ver-
tical motion profiles to the above mentioned cloud mi-
crophysical processes.

4. Impact on hurricane structures

Zhu et al. (2004) examined the influence of vertical
wind shear on the inner-core structures of the CTL
storm. The simulation results showed that the strong
westerly flow associated with a midlatitude upper-level

disturbance tends to suppress deep convection in the
western semicircle of the eyewall as Bonnie approaches
the east coast, leading to the development of wavenum-
ber-1 asymmetries in clouds and precipitation (i.e., a
partial eyewall), and the eastward tilt of the eyewall and
eye. Both the observed and simulated storms also ex-
hibit an eyewall replacement scenario prior to its land-
fall in which it weakens as double eyewalls appear, and
reintensifies as its inner eyewall diminishes and a con-
centric eyewall develops. It should be mentioned that
the eyewall replacement occurs as the storm moves to a
weak-sheared environment, which is consistent with the
previous observations (e.g., Willoughby et al. 1982).
Thus, it is of interest to examine how varying cloud
microphysics processes would contribute to these char-
acteristic structural changes.

Figure 9 compares the time–azimuth cross-sections of
radar reflectivity through the updraft core in the eye-
wall at z � 5 km between the different simulations. The
radius chosen is different for each storm, and is even
different for a certain storm at each azimuth angle, be-
cause we choose the radius according to the maximum
ascending motion. All the model data were then trans-
formed to cylindrical coordinates. First, an azimuthally
averaged radius of the maximum updraft was found,
and then within �5 model grid points (about �20 km)
of the averaged radius we determined a final radius of
the maximum updraft for each azimuth angle. When
plotting Fig. 9, we also took a 3-point (12 km) average
of the data along the radial direction. The above men-
tioned wavenumber-1 cloud asymmetries in the first 72
h are apparent in all the simulations, albeit with varying
strengths. Although removing graupel allows more
cloud hydrometeors to be advected cyclonically, the
NGP-simulated precipitation patterns resemble better
the CTL simulated among all the sensitivity runs [cf.
Fig. 9c herein and Fig. 12 in Zhu et al. (2004)]. That is,
most of the clouds and intense precipitation develop in
the northeast quadrant, whereas the southwest semi-
circle is often cloud free. The cloud-free region in CTL
is greater than that in NGP because of the rapid fallout
of graupel. Similar but weakly organized reflectivity
patterns appear in NICE. Although the wavenumber-1
asymmetries also develop in NEVP and NMLT, clouds
and precipitation are much more intense and extensive
than the other three simulations, with little cloud-free
areas in the western eyewall. In particular, the simu-
lated radar reflectivities are peaked in the northern
semicircle and decrease in intensity cyclonically down-
stream, rather than being limited in the northeast quad-
rant as in CTL and NGP (cf. Figs. 9a–c). Because of
more rapid rotational advection of cloud hydrometeors,
such wavenumber-1 precipitation structures are less
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FIG. 9. The time–azimuth cross sections of radar reflectivity along the updraft core at z � 5
km from the 5-day simulations of (a) NEVP, (b) NMLT, (c) NGP, and (d) NICE.
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evident in the layers below z � 5 km (not shown). After
72 h, as the environmental vertical shear weakens, pre-
cipitating clouds spread quickly to form a near-
concentric eyewall. Similar features could also be seen
from the observations of National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA)’s WP-3D radar and
TRMM surface rainfall rates (not shown). By compari-
son, although the most intense reflectivity in NEVP and
NMLT still remains in the northern semicircle, little
cloud-free regions develop in the eyewall as a result of
the intense development of rotational flows and eye-
wall updrafts.

To help gain further insight into the cloud and pre-
cipitation asymmetries discussed above, Fig. 10 com-
pares vertical structures of the simulated radar reflec-
tivity, in-plane flow vectors and temperature deviations
during the mature stage of the simulated storms. All
deviations are obtained by subtracting their layer-
averaged values at individual heights. In general, the
warm-core intensity is positively (negatively) correlated
to the simulated Pmin (RMW). The results are consis-
tent with the theory of Zhang et al. (2000) that it is the
dynamically induced vertical pressure gradient force
(PGF), dominated by the radial shear of V2 per unit
radius, that accounts for the maintenance of a warm
core in the eye; where V is the tangential wind. That is,
the more rapid rotation with smaller RMW is, the
stronger is the downward PGF in the eye. Again, the
NGP structures are closer to the CTL simulated [cf. Fig.
10c herein and Fig. 16a in Zhu et al. (2004)]. Specifi-
cally, there are little mid-to-upper-level clouds and or-
ganized updrafts in the western eyewall, which are in
significant contrast to the deep convective development
in the eastern eyewall. Moreover, the western RMW
and the vertical axis of Pmin tilts eastward with the lat-
eral warm centers of over 8°C tilting westward from the
surface Pmin. These lateral warm centers, differing from
typical warm cores in the eye, result from the subsi-
dence warming associated with the upper-level west-to-
northwesterly descending inflow (see Zhu et al. 2004).

By comparison, the intense storms simulated in
NEVP and NMLT exhibit nearly symmetric vertical
structures about the vertical Pmin axes except for the
in-plane flows (Figs. 10a and 10b). Although the west-
to-northwesterly descending inflows generate signifi-
cant lateral warm perturbations in the western eye-
walls, the convectively forced warm cores of 12°–16°C

FIG. 10. The west–east vertical cross sections of temperature
deviations, at intervals of 2°C, and in-plane flow vectors and radar
reflectivity through the eye center from the 48-h simulations for

←

(a) NEVP, (b) NMLT, (c) NGP, and (d) NICE. The thick solid
and dashed lines denote the distribution of the melting level (i.e.,
0°C), the RMW, and the axis of Pmin, respectively.
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are located at the eye center. This vertical coherent
thermal structure appears to be more efficient than the
tilted one in CTL and NGP in lowering and maintaining
the surface low (cf. Figs. 10 and 7). That is, the more
upright the warm core is oriented, the more intense the
hurricane vortex would develop. On the other hand, the
intense warm-cored eyes in NEVP and NMLT could be
well protected from the upper-level northwesterly in-
flow because their intense rotational flows tend to be
stiffer to radial erosion of the environmental flows, as
compared to those weaker storms. This could be readily
seen by comparing the vertical in-plane flows and ther-
mal structures in Figs. 10a and 10c. Of interest is that in
the western portion of the eyewall the midlevel precipi-
tating clouds coincide with the descending inflow,
whereas the upper-level clouds are associated with up-
drafts (see Figs. 10a and 10b). An examination of the
height–azimuth cross sections in the eyewall [e.g., Fig.
15 in Zhu et al. (2004)] reveals that the two phenomena
are generated by the cyclonic advection of cloud hy-
drometeors and the upward-cyclonic propagation of
updrafts from the northeastern quadrant in the eyewall,
respectively. Because of the negative influence of the
westerly descending flows, the simulated reflectivities
in the western eyewall, as shown in Figs. 9a,b, are much
weaker than those in the other quadrants. The above
results suggest that the roles of the environmental ver-
tical shear in suppressing cloud development in the eye-
wall differ in extent, depending upon the intensity of
hurricane vortices and the cloud microphysics processes
used to predict them.

It is of interest that despite the presence of vertically
sheared environment, the symmetric, but much weaker,
warm-cored eye structure also develops in NICE, with
little lateral warm perturbations in the western eyewall
(Fig. 10d). First, the shallow vertical circulation in
NICE allows little interaction with the upper-level
northwesterly, sheared, lower-�e inflow, so little upper-
level momentum could be tapped by the storm’s sec-
ondary circulations. Second, because much less rainwa-
ter was available for evaporation (Fig. 3c), little de-
scending motion could develop in the western eyewall
so that the lateral warm perturbations are not evident.
This indicates that the interaction of cloud microphysics
processes with a sheared environment cloud lead to
quite different changes in intensity and inner-core
structures (cf. Figs. 10a–d). On the other hand, strong
storms are less vulnerable to middle to upper-level ver-
tical sheared environments, but their associated sec-
ondary circulations could be more highly nonlinear as a
result of phase changes.

Figure 11 shows the distributions of accumulated pre-
cipitation from all the simulations in order to see how

they correspond to their inner-core cloud structures
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In general, stronger storms
tend to be more compact and less asymmetric with
heavier rainfall, such as in NEVP and NMLT, whereas
the opposite is true for weaker storms. However, there
are significant variabilities in the rainfall structures
among the sensitivity simulations, except during the
first 24-h spinup period. Specifically, the CTL and NGP
storms display three different accumulated rainfall pat-
terns: highly asymmetric with heavier (little) rainfall on
the northeast (west) of the track in the first 84 h, more
symmetric across the storm track afterwards, and two
peak rainfall belts on both sides of the track with a
minimum at the center in the last 12-h simulation. Of
interest is that the third rainfall pattern occurs at the
weakening stage of all the storms (strong or weak) dur-
ing which time they are embedded in a weak-sheared
environment with near-axisymmetric radar reflectivity
distribution.

Rogers et al. (2003) studied the mechanisms whereby
the first two rainfall patterns develop during the evo-
lution of the same hurricane, that is, Bonnie (1998).
They found that the accumulated rainfall is symmetri-
cally distributed across the track when the wind shear
vector was across the storm track, and asymmetrically
distributed when the shear vector is along the track.
Our sensitivity simulations, given in Fig. 11, appear to
indicate that the storm intensity, vertical wind shear,
and cloud microphysics processes all play important
roles in determining the precipitation patterns. For ex-
ample, in NEVP, the heaviest rainfall shifts from the
northeast to the west of the track during the 24–72-h
period, which is consistent with the distribution of the
simulated reflectivity at 48 h (cf. Figs. 9b, 10b, and 11b).
Such a shift does not appear in all the other weaker
storms (cf. Figs. 11a–e). Subsequently, the azimuthal
precipitation distribution becomes nearly axisymmet-
ric, except to the south, leading to the symmetric rain-
fall pattern with a minimum at the center. This third
rainfall pattern occurs much earlier than that in the
other weak storms. An exception is the NMLT storm in
which distinct rainfall maxima, with the heaviest accu-
mulation among all the simulations, occur on the north-
east of the track during the first 3 days, and then quickly
shifts to the third rainfall pattern (Fig. 11c). This dis-
tinct rainfall structure and amount appear to result
from the more rapid fallout of graupel due to the ab-
sence of melting, and the suppression of graupel pro-
duction by the westerly descending inflows in the west-
ern eyewall. The rapid fallout also helps reduce water
loading and facilitate the growth of updrafts and latent
heat release (cf. Figs. 11c and 8). In both the NEVP and
NMLT cases, pronounced rainfall begins to occur in the
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western eyewall after 24 h, but 60 h in CTL and NGP,
and 72 h in NICE. Again, this is because stronger hur-
ricanes are less vulnerable to the influence of a vertical
sheared environment. In view of many uncertainties in

our understanding and parameterizing cloud micro-
physics processes, the above results indicate the impor-
tance of validating and improving cloud microphysics
parameterizations in order to improve the forecasts of

FIG. 11. The total accumulated precipitation (shaded:
cm) from the 5-day simulations for (a) CTL, (b) NEVP,
(c) NMLT, (d) NGP, and (e) NICE. The thick solid lines
denote the 6-hourly tracks of the simulated storms. The
12-hourly positions of the storms are given by the sym-
bol *.
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intensity and the associated quantitative precipitation
of tropical cyclones.

The 6-hourly time series of the storm-integrated rain-
fall is given in Fig. 12, which shows a reasonable cor-
relation between the rainfall amount and storm inten-
sity between different simulations. The NMLT storm is
an exception, in which the greatest rainfall amount is
produced, despite its weaker intensity than the NEVP
storm (cf. Figs. 7 and 12); similarly for the local rainfall
maxima (see Fig. 11). As mentioned before, this sce-
nario could be attributed to the more rapid fallout of
graupel without undergoing significant evaporation in
the subcloud layer in NMLT and its positive feedback
to the latent heat release. An important result from the
sensitivity simulations presented herein is that incorpo-
rating ice microphysics facilitates the production of
cloud hydrometeors due partly to the Bergeron process
and partly to the addition of latent heat of fusion fa-
voring the tropical cyclogenesis. Of interest is that pre-
cipitation continues to increase even 18 h after each
storm ceases deepening at 48 h. This time lag appears to
be caused by the increased fallout of hydrometeors in
the vertical columns as the eyewall updrafts weaken.

Zhu et al. (2004) found the development of an eye-
wall replacement scenario in the CTL-simulated storm,
in which its intensity weakens first and then begins to
deepen, which is consistent with the previous observa-
tional finding (e.g., Willoughby et al. 1982). Similar eye-
wall replacement scenarios, albeit in different extents,
also appear at the different timings of the storm devel-
opment in all the sensitivity simulations, after moving
into weak-sheared environments. Because of the lim-
ited space, we will present two different representative

scenarios of the eyewall replacement: one occurring in
NGP and the other in NEVP. Figure 13a shows the time
evolution of the simulated reflectivity and azimuthal
winds in the NGP storm that is similar to, though much
less evident and occurring earlier than, that in the CTL
storm. That is, an outer rainband and a secondary wind
maximum begin to develop at R � �170 km in the
western and eastern semicircles after 60 h into the in-
tegration. As a result of blocking the inward energy
supply in the PBL, the eyewall convection weakens
subsequently, like in the CTL storm (cf. Fig. 18 in Zhu
et al. 2004 and Fig. 13a herein). Eventually, the outer
rainband forms a new eyewall after the inner eyewall
diminishes, completing an eyewall replacement cycle. A
vertical cross section at t � 69 h shows the development

FIG. 12. The 6-hourly time series of the accumulated precipita-
tion (cm) that is integrated within a radius of 100 km from the eye
center from all five simulations.

FIG. 13. (a) Time and west–east (W–E) cross section of the
horizontal wind speed at intervals of 5 m s�1 at z � 3 km from the
60–78-h NGP simulations, and (b) vertical (W–E) cross section of
the horizontal wind speed at intervals of 5 m s�1 from the 69-h
NGP simulation. Shadings denote the simulated radar reflectivity
at 30 and 40 dBZ, and thick dashed lines denote the axes of the
RMW.
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of the double eyewalls with two radially local wind
maxima, although the outer-eyewall convection in the
western quadrant is not strong at this time (Fig. 13b).
The decrease of the maximum wind speed of the inner
eyewall from 60 to 72 h and the subsequent eyewall
replacement are consistent with the central pressure
fall, followed by a filling of the storm (cf. Figs. 13a and
7). Such eyewall replacement structures are much less
organized in weaker storms, such as in NGP and NICE
(not shown).

In contrast, the NEVP storm exhibits the develop-
ment of a weaker rainband and a secondary wind maxi-
mum near R � �200 km at t � 51 h (Fig. 14a). Of
interest is that their radius shrinks with time until 66 h
when they merge with the RMW in the eyewall at R �
�60 km. Meanwhile, the intense rotational winds in the
eyewall weaken from 68 m s�1 at 51 h to 52 m s�1 at 60
h while their radius expands outward without losing
their characters. Clearly, these structural changes differ

from those in the NGP and CTL storms (cf. Figs. 13a
and 14a). Although they remain to be validated by ob-
servations, the inner eyewall in NEVP does not weaken
as rapidly as in NGP or CTL likely because the outer
rainband is relatively too weak to block the energy sup-
ply to intensify the inner eyewall updrafts. Neverthe-
less, the above mentioned CTL and NGP scenarios ap-
pear more or less in the southeast semicircle of the
NEVP storm (Fig. 14a). Of importance is that the in-
ner-core structural changes in NEVP coincide well to a
period of rapid weakening (i.e., 20 hPa in Pmin) from 48
to 60 h, followed by a period of slow deepening from 60
to 72 h of the storm (cf. Figs. 14a and 7). The double
eyewalls with secondary wind maxima could be clearly
seen up to z � 10 km from a vertical cross section of the
azimuthal winds and reflectivity at 60 h (see Fig. 14b).
As in the CTL simulation, the double eyewall struc-
tures could only be maintained for a period of about 6
h. The results indicate that the eyewall replacement
processes are determined by the large-scale sheared
flows rather than by the cloud microphysics processes,
but their associated structural changes could differ from
storm to storm, depending on their intensity and latent
heat release (or cloud microphysics). The eyewall re-
placement would be less evident and has less impact on
the intensity changes when hurricanes are weak.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this study, five sensitivity simulations with varying
cloud microphysics processes are conducted, using the
results presented in Part I (Zhu et al. 2004) as a control
(CTL) run, to examine the effects of ice microphysics
processes on the simulation of hurricane intensity and
intensity changes, and the development of asymmetric
cloud/precipitation structures as well as the eyewall re-
placement scenarios. All sensitivity simulations are in-
tegrated for 5 days using the nested-grid, cloud-
resolving version of the PSU–NCAR Mesoscale Model
(i.e., MM5) with the finest grid size of 4 km.

In general, the model-simulated hurricane track ex-
hibits little sensitivity to varying cloud physical pro-
cesses, except for the weakest and shallowest storm
(i.e., NICE) that differs markedly from the CTL storm
because of its turning too early to the northeast. The
result suggests that weaker and shallower storms are
more influenced in track by the large-scale flow. How-
ever, varying cloud physics processes cloud cause pro-
nounced sensitivities in hurricane intensity and inner-
core structures with respect to the CTL storm, starting
from 24 h into the integration; their extreme amplitudes
range from 50 hPa (or 20 m s�1) overdeepening to 15
hPa (or 12 m s�1) underdeepening in the minimum sur-
face pressure (maximum surface wind). Specifically,

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13 but for the NEVP storm: (a) from the
51–69-h simulations, and (b) from the 60-h simulation.
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• When all the (three class) ice microphysics processes
are removed (NICE), the model produces the weak-
est and shallowest storm among all the sensitivity
simulations because of the neglect of the important
Bergeron processes, including the growth and rapid
fallout of graupel in the eyewall updrafts, and the
latent heat of fusion. The NICE storm is character-
ized with widespread cloud water but little rainwater
in the upper troposphere because of the absence of
the latent heat release of fusion and the initiation of
cloud ice for T � 0°C. Most of the latent heating and
cloud hydrometeors production occur in the lowest 5
km.

• In the absence of graupel (NGP), the model produces
a slightly weaker storm with less precipitation. The
NGP storm exhibits too much concentration of ice
particles above the melting level, and a wider lateral
size of and more extensive clouds in the eyewall.
They are likely caused by the fact that snow can be
advected more horizontally than vertically relative to
graupel. A comparison between the CTL and NGP
storms suggests that the presence of graupel helps
narrow the lateral eyewall size due to its rapid fallout
with respect to snow, and the added latent heat of
fusion (reduced water loading) plays a primary (sec-
ondary) role in intensifying the eyewall updrafts.
Moreover, it could enhance the latent heat release of
fusion due to its faster depositional growth relative to
snow. The water loading effect appears to be more
significant during the mature stage of a hurricane.

• Without the evaporation of cloud water and rainwa-
ter (NEVP), the model produces the deepest storm
with the smallest RMW, a wider eyewall, and the
strongest eyewall updrafts. This rapid development
appears to result from a positive feedback between
the low-level warm-air convergence, the latent heat
release in the eyewall, and surface pressure falls.
Similar storm intensity but the most rainfall is simu-
lated when the melting effect is ignored (NMLT).
The results indicate the important roles of melting
and evaporative cooling in braking the amplification
and determining the final intensity of tropical cy-
clones. Vertical heating profiles show that the melt-
ing cooling is more pronounced in the eyewall where
a tremendous amount of frozen hydrometeors, par-
ticularly graupel, is present, whereas the evaporative
cooling occurs more markedly when the storm envi-
ronment is more unsaturated.

• Although the control-simulated wavenumber-1 cloud
asymmetries develop in all the sensitivity simulations,
stronger storms (e.g., NEVP and NMLT) tend to
have more intense and compact eyewall updrafts, and
produce heavier precipitation with more clouds dis-

tributed (or less cloud-free) in the western half of the
eyewall due to the more rapid rotational advection of
cloud hydrometeors. In contrast, weaker storms (e.g.,
NICE and NGP) are less organized, more asymmet-
ric in the vertical structure with the minimum central
pressure axis (and the RMW and the warm-cored
eye) tilting downshear. The results indicate that
weaker storms are more vulnerable to the influence
of larger-scale sheared flows that, in the present case,
play an important role in suppressing cloud and pre-
cipitation in the west semicircle of the eyewall. It is
shown that the peak rainfall rates may lag 6–12 h
behind the timing of the maximum intensity.

• It is found that although the eyewall replacement sce-
narios, often occurring in weak-sheared environ-
ments, could develop at the different timings of all
the sensitivity simulations, their associated inner-core
structural changes differ significantly, depending on
the storm intensity. For relatively weaker storms, the
inner eyewall convection diminishes after an outer
rainband and a secondary wind maximum develop
and block the inward energy supply. The outer rain-
band then forms a new eyewall, completing an eye-
wall replacement cycle. By comparison, the outer
rainband in stronger storms does not have detrimen-
tal impact on the eyewall convection, but they tend to
be merged into one new eyewall with a different
RMW. Nevertheless, the eyewall replacement cycle is
seen closely related to the simulated hurricane inten-
sity changes.

Based on the above results, we may conclude that
varying cloud microphysics processes could affect not
only the intensity and intensity changes of the simu-
lated tropical cyclones, but also their inner-core struc-
tural changes and associated clouds and precipitation
under the influence of large-scale sheared flows. In
view of the pronounced sensitivity of ice microphysics,
this work suggests that more future research effort be
focused on the validation and improvement of the cur-
rent ice microphysics parameterizations, particularly
the processes occurring in the melting/freezing layer, in
order to improve the numerical prediction of the hur-
ricane intensity, intensity changes and associated pre-
cipitation. It should be mentioned that some inner-core
structural changes and their associated timing and lo-
cation, described in this work, may differ, for example,
during the eyewall replacement, when higher grid reso-
lutions are used.
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